Laminate
Enjoy the moods

ter Hürne
A decision for quality
As a German family-owned business from the Münster region we have dedicated ourselves for more
than 50 years to developing products that are sustainable and are conducive to healthy living, while
setting the highest standards in terms of function and aesthetics.
Taking nature as our example, we use our passion, expertise and flair for good design to create
unique laminate floors that integrate traditional craft skills and sophisticated technology combined
with maximum resource efficiency for our shared environment.
With every ter Hürne laminate plank you have a quality product made in Germany beneath your
feet, in which we have taken particular care to only use natural ingredients compatible with a
healthy domestic environment. You can just sit back, and relax as the mood takes you.
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Try the room studio
Just try laying your own virtual floor

/

/

/

D

www.terhuerne.de/
raumstudio

GB

www.terhuerne.de/
roomstudio

F

www.terhuerne.de/
studio-virtuel
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RESPONSIBILITY
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www.realwood.eu

Act sustainably
Because we need the environment
— and not the other way round

We have nature to thank for the material wood. That
is why the responsible treatment of this valuable
resource is one of our fundamental operating
principles.
ter Hürne is FSC® and PEFC™ certified and supports
the environmental and social aspects of a fully
traceable and recognised sustainable forestry sector.
The careful selection of the growth regions and the
trees growing within them are crucial for the high
quality standards of ter Hürne.
The principle of sustainable economic and
resource-saving trade is a fundamental part of our
philosophy and extends to all areas and processes
of our company. We even use the sun as an energy
supplier for our production.

ter Hürne is an FSC® and PEFC™-certified company.

More

More

www.ic.fsc.org

www.pefc.org

You can breathe deeply with us
Clean, uncontaminated room air is more than ever
vital for health, well-being and a high quality of life.
As manufacturers of products for interior design we
have a responsibility for healthy living which we
fulfil conscientiously and transparently.
That is the reason why we subject ourselves to
an annual external audit by the renowned eco-
Institut. In order to achieve certification from this
organisation tested products must be particularly
low in emissions and thus suitable for healthy home
living.
We are happy to undergo this inspection because the
very demanding standards of the eco-Institut go far
beyond those of the legal requirements. That is why
we are particularly proud that all of our eco-certified
products are well below permitted pollution limits. So
choosing ter Hürne is also always a good decision for
healthy living and the environment.

i

,'

The eco-Institut has been a leading provider of emission
and pollutant testing of construction and furnishing
products for over 25 years. The independent and
accredited testing institute operates over 85 emission
testing chambers in varying sizes up to 5 m3 and a
 ssesses
products according to national and international
requirements and criteria. The eco-Institut label has been
awarded for the past nine years and is one of the leading
international quality seals for products low in harmful
substances and emissions.

B R E AT H E D E E P LY

Living in a healthy
home environment

More
www.eco-institut.de/en
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Highlight

Herringbone
Inspired by traditional floor laying skills
327 mm

Our two popular designer herringbone patterns have been inspired
by traditional floor laying craftsmanship. The designs are modern
interpretations based on what is probably the most classic of all laying
patterns. The individual staves are laid at an angle of 45°, creating a
particularly elegant effect especially in large rooms. At the ends of the
panels a stave is turned through 90°. As they were traditionally hand-
made, these cross staves were not all exactly the same width. In our
design we have deliberately reproduced this characteristic feature of the
traditional floor, which gives this laminate flooring its particular charm.

1285 mm

The different laying options –brick bond (A) and continuous crosspieces
(B) create two completely different patterns.

D01 | Oak antique dark brown | herringbone

Quarter brick bond
A

Brick (half) bond
B
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Highlight

A11 | Old wood vario | plank | register embossed/plane-marked br./aged

Old wood vario
A new look at period floors

Floors made from recycled wood and with a distressed-effect are
very much in vogue in contemporary interior design. Our Altholz
vario pattern based on floorboards from American barns, is a perfect
example of this trend. The three different shades produce a laying
pattern with a convincing, natural and characterful look. To bring out
the particular features of the floor to maximum effect the Altholz
vario pattern has a synchronous surface structure for even more
authenticity.
A surface is described as ‘synchronous’ when a point on the structure
feels exactly as it is depicted in the design. The eye sees what the
hand feels, thus giving the laminate floor a unique, natural look and
appeal.

For more details about
the surface structure
please refer to page 28
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Highlight

Old wood mix beige
The charm of craftsmanship

The typical laying pattern of the multi strip floor
is characterised by irregularly arranged staves of
random lengths and widths. This produces a rustic,
hand-crafted appearance. The décor Altholz-Mix
beige also accentuates the different species of wood
in a perfectly coordinated combination of colours,
thus creating a unique floor finish in contemporary
artisan style – perfection in laminate design.

B04 | Old wood mix beige | multi strip

Cement wood look
grey white

Highlight

Urban design – a stylish aesthetic
that captures today’s zeitgeist

The modern design of the Concrete plank with its
grey-white timber look brings a new element to
floor design. The cool, understated colours make the
floor an ideal basis for a wide range of interior styles.
Whether minimalist and clearly organised or cosy
and comfortable, the Concrete look fits perfectly
with nearly every taste in interiors. Grey, especially
when it is combined with colourful furniture, makes
an ideal basis and enables you to recreate the urban
lifestyle within your own four walls.
The particular features of the design are additionally
accentuated by the rough pored surface finish that
gives every plank a unique, lively appearance.

E01 | Cement wood look grey white | plank
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Laminate made in Germany
Maximum quality for you

We deliberately choose not to manufacture our products abroad, we ensure
the use of natural components and give a 20-year guarantee on our floors
for domestic use because we know our floors are good.

Technology
This is what goes to create our
quality

Product construction
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Surface structures

28-29
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Product construction
Perfectly matched

Overlay
Decor paper

HDF baseboard

Stabilizing layer

20-year guarantee –
quality made in Germany

easy, safe and exactly fitting
installation

Non-slip and flame resistant.

EN 14041 : 2004 / AC : 2006

reduces bacterial formation

12
D O P: T H L01 1 3
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn · Germany
Laminatböden
EN 13329
Laminate floor coverings
EN 13329

suitable for warm water systems

Brandverhalten:
reaction to fire:

Cfl-s1

Rutschhemmung:
Slip resistance:

DS

Bodenbelag nur zur Verlegung
in Innenräumen geeignet.
Resilient floor covering to
be used within a building.

Installation method
Simple, quick, secure and: self-installed

Click!!!

With CLICKitEASY you can install your floor yourself like a professional –
simply, quickly and securely. That is thanks to our ingenious, patented
connection system based on the door lock principle. The head ends of the
planks click together with only light pressure. A tongue made from stable
plastic incorporated into the head end ensures that both planks lock
together simply and securely like a door lock. This ensures a permanent
and strong joint. CLICKitEASY is the perfect system for a floating floor
installation without adhesive, hammer and tapping block or for glue
down installation.

The film:

www.terhuerne.de/en/
floor/clickiteasy-gb/
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Dimensions and
designs

242 mm

Spatial effect
192 mm

2

Long plank

Plank

3

4

Wide plank

Extra-wide plank

The proportions of the planks not only determine the
appearance of the floor, they also have a decisive influence
on the overall ambiance. Long planks add a feeling of
spaciousness to your home. Wide planks, on the other hand,
give an impression of solidity, while narrow planks create a
sense of refined elegance and balance.

2000 mm

2,00 m

2,40 m

2400 mm

1

1

B02 | Oak pastel beige | long plank

192 mm

242 mm

2

1,285 m

1285 mm

1,285 m

1285 mm

1285 mm

1,285 m

327 mm

3

4
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Dimensions and designs
Spatial effect

5

6

7

Herringbone

Tile

2-strip

8

9

3-strip

Multi strip

327 mm

With our herringbone laying
pattern the staves are arranged
at an angle of 90° creating a
classic multi-facetted effect.
An appearance like natural
stone with the warm, pleasant
properties of laminate.
Consequently this design comes
up trumps twice.

327 mm

1,285 m

1285 mm

1285 mm

1,285 m

5

6

E05 | Cement look light grey | Tile

1,285 m

1,285 m

1,285 m

7

1285 mm

192 mm

1285 mm

192 mm

1285 mm

192 mm

8

9
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BeautyMatch
A small effect with a big impact

Plank 2

BeautyMatch patterns are designed so that the
whole image connects visually with the next board
on the short edge. This creates an endless rythmic
effect, fundamentally enhancing the space.

Rhythmic
effect

Endless
effect
Plank 2

Rhythmic effect
With the 2 or 3 strip floors BeautyMatch
visually lengthens selected staves at the
head connections, making them appear
equally long. Strip floors have a harmonious and rythmic effect. A block effect
at the head ends is avoided.

Plank 1

Concealed
head joint

Plank 1

Concealed
head joint

Endless effect
The decor on the planks and extra-wide
planks is joined invisibly at the head
ends to create an impression of endless
continuity. The planks appear to be
infinitely long and create a spacious
look.

Grooves
Two shapes for fine contours

Grooves frame the planks and expressively highlight their individual
existence in the overall floor. The grooves can be „U“ or „V“ shaped.
Depending on the colouring and the degree to which they contrast with
the decor pattern, they can be very striking, or very subtle.

U-groove,
4-sided and centre
The 4-sided and centre U-groove
brings out the best in large-scale
natural stone decors.

4-sided V-groove

2-sided V-groove

The V-groove frames wood
designs along the long side or on
all sides – with a contrasting or
subtle effect.
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Surface structures
Feel what pleases you
Seeing and feeling must be brought in line to create
what is needed: a perfect combination in perfect
harmony.

When a surface is referred to as register embossed,
the structure matches the texture of the decor paper‘s
underlying pattern.

The ter Hürne laminate range features 15 different
surface structures which make the floor come alive
and emphasise the effect of the decor in various ways.

The surface structures are described in terms of
tangible surface and visible gloss.

1.	register embossed/fine
brushed | matt

1.

2.	register embossed/fine
brushed/sculptured | matt
3.	register embossed/brushed
| matt
4.	register embossed/rough
brushed | matt
5.	register embossed/aged |
silk matt
6.	register embossed/plane marked br./aged | matt
7.	register embossed/aged
brushed | matt
8.	register embossed/fine
structured | matt
9.	brushed | silk matt
10.	linear brushed | matt
11.	linear aged | matt
12.	linear pore structured |
matt

2.

3.

13.	rough pored | matt
14.	smooth | matt
15.	fine structured | matt

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Colour counts
Clear and rapid orientation

Breeze Line
Vitality Line

bright & fresh

Colour has an emotional impact
on the living environment and
interior design. Each of our colour
collections represents a specific
colour mood that guides you
through our ranges.

Courage Line

beige brown & friendly

City Line

dark & powerful

grey & purist
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Product worlds
The results of our work

Breeze Line

Breeze Line
bright & fresh
34-39

Vitality Line

Vitality Line
beige brown & friendly
40-45

Courage Line

Courage Line
dark & powerful
46-51

City Line

City Line
grey & purist
52-57

Key
To make it easier to find your way around

1

A06

Room studio

2
3
5

1

A06

Oak moon grey* | long plank

linear brushed | matt

ID no.

/

2

Art no.: 1101021578 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

/

direct link to the room studio

3

Art no.: 110101021578

Article no.

4

2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Length x width x thickness (mm)

Oak moon grey* | long plank

Product name | Design
Grade| Surface

5

linear brushed | matt
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4

Breeze
Line
bright & fresh

A11
Old wood vario* | plank |

Feeling a fresh breeze, closing your eyes and enjoying,

That is why it is so important to create your own oasis of

switching all your senses from daily mode to focus on this

peace, to find your balance and to relax.

very moment. There are some situations we want to hold on
to forever. We want to capture them, keep them, and immerse

This lifestyle can be achieved through our interior design

ourselves in them.

and furnishing in order to create this very oasis. Breeze Line
laminate floors feature bright, rather cool shades which can

Our daily life is dominated by deadlines and days with too few

be combined with many interior design styles and are very

hours. By other people‘s expectations that weigh ever heavier

versatile. They make for a light lifestyle, for a perfect basis for

on our shoulders. By a mobile world that cannot wait for a

relaxing and connecting to our inner self.

moment.
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Breeze Line

Breeze Line

A01

A02

Art no.: 1101020819 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Art no.: 1101020821 | 1285 x 242 x 8 mm

Oak white grey* | wide plank
rough pored | matt

A03

Oak pearl white* | plank
register embossed/fine brushed | matt

A04

Art no.: 1101020823 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Art no.: 1101020716 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Pine shell white* | plank
linear pore structured | matt

A05

Oak pastel white* | long plank
brushed | silk matt

A06

Art no.: 1101021578 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Art no.: 1101020703 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak plane-marked grey white* | 2-strip
linear pore structured | matt

Oak moon grey* | long plank

linear brushed | matt

Breeze Line
A08

Art no.: 1101020810 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak light grey* | long plank

register embossed/aged | silk matt

Art no.: 1101020569 | 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

Oak Ashford grey brown* | extra-wide plank

smooth | matt

A11

Art no.: 1101020820 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Old wood vario* | plank | register embossed/plane-marked br./aged | matt
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Breeze Line

A07

Breeze Line

Breeze Line

A09

Art no.: 1101020825 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak light beige* | plank

linear aged | matt

A10

Art no.: 1101020826 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak sand brown* | plank

register embossed/fine brushed | matt

Breeze Line

Breeze Line

A11
Old wood vario* | plank |
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Vitality
Line
beige brown & friendly

B04
Old wood mix beige* |
multi strip |

Feeling in the morning that this day will be a special one.

We all experience moments and situations which are

Embracing the first step of the day, ignoring the time for once,

exhausting, unpleasant or unnecessary. Everyone needs a source

enjoying the moment. Feel our breathing slowing down,

to recharge their batteries, to restore their balance.

pausing and letting our gaze wander. Regaining strength for
new things, for adventure, for the moment and for encounters.

For many of us, nature and its tranquility provides this source.

Focusing on what lies ahead, knowing the next steps will be

This is only natural when we open our eyes to the diversity

important. Living.

nature reveals to us every day. Vitality Line laminate floors
feature soft, warm colours which radiate this naturalness and
quiet effect. They bring nature from outside into our home.
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Vitality Line
B01

B01a

Art no.: 1101020792 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak cream beige* | 2-strip

linear brushed | matt

Maple sand beige* | 3-strip

rough pored | matt

B03

Vitality Line

B02

Art no.: 1101020831 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Art no.: 1101021577 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak pastel beige* | long plank

linear brushed | matt

B05

Art no.: 1101021586 | 2400 x 242 x 10 mm

Oak nordic brown* | long plank

linear brushed | matt

B05a

Art no.: 1101020828 | 1285 x 242 x 8 mm

Oak light brown* | wide plank
rough pored | matt

Art no.: 1101020832 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak sapwood beige* | 3-strip
rough pored | matt

Vitality Line
B06

B06a

Art no.: 1101020636 | 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

Oak sierra brown* | 3-strip

smooth | matt

Vitality Line

Oak Cumberland pale brown* | extra-wide plank

smooth | matt

Art no.: 1101020354 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

B04
Old wood mix beige* |
multi strip |
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Vitality Line
B07

B08

Art no.: 1101020812 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak gold brown* | plank

Art no.: 1101020827 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak October brown* | plank
register embossed/fine brushed | matt

linear aged | matt

B09

Vitality Line

B08a

Art no.: 1101020817 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Beech rosé beige* | 3-strip

rough pored | matt

B09a

Art no.: 1101020811 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak copper brown* | long plank
register embossed/aged | silk matt

B10

Art no.: 1101020356 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Beech peach beige* | 3-strip
smooth | matt

Art no.: 1101020833 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak siena brown* | 2-strip
linear brushed | matt

Vitality Line
B11

B12

Art no.: 1101020829 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Chestnut sepia brown* | long plank

register embossed/fine brushed/sculptured | matt

Art no.: 1101020839 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Chestnut velvet brown* | long plank

register embossed/fine brushed/sculptured | matt

Vitality Line

B04

Art no.: 1101020824 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Old wood mix beige* | multi strip | linear brushed | matt
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Courage
Line
dark & powerful

D01
Oak antique dark brown* |
herringbone |

Knowing where you are going. Keeping your goals in mind

Our success, our active commitment and our passion are the

and taking the first step. Not hesitating, but feeling your

keys to our balance. The balance we need for our lifestyle

determination. Rising to the challenge. Savouring the

and our f eel-good moments.

feeling of success as long as possible. Enjoying, lingering
and immersing yourself in this sensation.

Courage Line laminate floors feature intense, dark colours
with contrasting elements. They feature a classic, elegant

We know our individual strengths, which we apply

appearance whose highlights are shown off to their best in

effectively to meet our personal standards.

a home ambience.
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Courage Line
D02

D03

Art no.: 1101020850 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Art no.: 1101020845 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak grey beige* | plank
register embossed/fine brushed | matt

D04

Oak graphite grey* | long plank

linear brushed | matt

D05

Art no.: 1101020795 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Art no.: 1101020830 | 2400 x 242 x 10 mm

Courage Line

Oak brass brown* | long plank

rough pored | matt

D06

Oak light brown* | 2-strip
linear brushed | matt

D07

Art no.: 1101020836 | 1285 x 242 x 8 mm

Oak rustic sepia brown* | wide plank
register embossed/brushed | matt

Art no.: 1101020841 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak reed brown* | long plank
register embossed/aged | silk matt

Courage Line
D08

D08a

Art no.: 1101020840 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak coffee brown* | long plank
linear brushed | matt

Art no.: 1101020816 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Walnut contrast brown* | 3-strip

smooth | matt

Courage Line

D01

Art no.: 1101020838 | 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

Oak antique dark brown* | herringbone | smooth | matt
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Courage Line
D09

D10

Art no.: 1101020837 | 1285 x 242 x 8 mm

Courage Line

Oak rustic dark brown* | wide plank
register embossed/brushed | matt

Art no.: 1101020842 | 2400 x 242 x 10 mm

Chestnut chocolate brown* | long plank
register embossed/aged brushed | matt

Courage Line
D11

D12

Art no.: 1101020835 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak deep brown* | plank
register embossed/fine brushed | matt

Courage Line

Oak mocca brown* | plank
register embossed/fine structured | matt

Art no.: 1101020834 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

D01
Oak antique dark brown* |
herringbone |
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City
Line
grey & purist

E01
Cement wood look grey white*
| plank |

Our life, our daily routine and our cities are in a constant

City Line laminate floors stand out due to their modern

process of development. The possibilities are almost infinite

design in elegant grey shades. In perfect arrangement,

and standstill is virtually impossible.

modern grey creates a warm effect with a cosy ambience.
Especially when combined with coloured furniture, grey is

Allowing yourself to be excited, inspired and motivated

an ideal basis and enables you to bring that urban feeling to

enables you to discover and exploit new potential and take

your own city.

the steps that count for you - that is lifestyle. Increasing
diversity, embracing a mixture of styles and making clear
statements: that is what City Line stands for.
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City Line
E02

E03

Art no.: 1101020851 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Art no.: 1101020818 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak-mix contrast beige* | multi strip
rough pored | matt

E04

Oak rock grey* | long plank
linear brushed | matt

E05

Art no.: 1101020848 | 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

Art no.: 1101020815 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak silver grey* | plank

linear brushed | matt

fine structured | matt

E07

City Line

E06

Cement look light grey* | Tile

Art no.: 1101020727 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Art no.: 1101020849 | 2000 x 192 x 10 mm

Oak slate grey* | long plank
register embossed/rough brushed | matt

Elm light grey* | 2-strip
linear brushed | matt

City Line
E08

E09

Art no.: 1101020822 | 1285 x 327 x 8 mm

Oak antique grey brown* | herringbone

smooth | matt

Art no.: 1101020847 | 1285 x 242 x 8 mm

Oak pebble grey* | wide plank
rough pored | matt

City Line

E01

Art no.: 1101020846 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Cement wood look grey white* | plank | rough pored | matt
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City Line
E10

Art no.: 1101020844 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak-mix contrast grey* | multi strip
rough pored | matt

E11

Art no.: 1101020852 | 2400 x 242 x 10 mm

Pine grey* | long plank
register embossed/plane-marked br./aged | matt

City Line

E12

Art no.: 1101020843 | 1285 x 192 x 8 mm

Oak anthracite* | 2-strip

linear brushed | matt

City Line

E01

City Line

Cement wood look grey white*
| plank |
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Accessories — perfectly matched
Because your floor is worth nothing less
What constitutes a perfectly installed floor? On one hand, it looks beautiful and on the other — and you only
notice that over time — it is characterised by its durability. To achieve this, what you need above all are the
right accessories— both before and after the installation. Our underlay material and care products are perfectly
matched to the specifications of our floors, significantly increasing their durability, appearance and feel. And with
our functional transition profiles and decorative skirtings you will achieve the perfect finishing touches.

Underlay material

Metal profiles

i
More
www.terhuerne.de/en/
accessories

Care and maintenance

Skirtings
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More about ter Hürne

Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®

Parquet

Luxury Vinyl Tiles

Showing character

Quiet. Robust. Simply comfortable.

www.terhuerne.de

Contact
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG | Ramsdorfer Str. 5 · 46354 Südlohn · Germany
Phone: +49 2862 701-313 | E-Mail: export@terhuerne.de | www.terhuerne.de
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